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311 Quality
Monday, January 25, 2016 11:50 AM
Storer, Paul
FOI Request: Our File No. 2016-026 - Request for Records

Good Morning Paul,
As requested information from cases created in respect to the Median at Laurel and W. 16th Ave.

Case number 94604 created July 7th 2010 originally sent to Street Ops and redirected to Traffic Management, per
Belinda Spencer. Per Harvey Huey redirected to Greenways & Neighborhood Transportation, per John Clelland July 8th,
directed issue to Nick Liu , July 29th Nick Liu has visited site and will follow up with caller. No caller information reported
anonymously.
“Location intersection of Laurel St and W16th Ave.
Placement of a new island is problematic A new island that forces vehicles travelling southbound on Laurel St to make a
right turn at W 16th Ave is placed such that it is very difficult to make that righthand turn without hitting either the
island or the curb”.
Case number 422055 Feedback Case no Hansen numbers for feedback cases, reported via email sent on May 11th 2013,
case created on May 13th Directed to Martin Thomson Engineering May 13th 2013
Email feedback received:
I happened to ride through the 16th and Laurel intersection, heading north,
a few days ago. It has obviously had some attention and installation of
concrete pads. If cycling south, I can see how it could work well.
However biking north it is really very bad and probably dangerous.
A look at this link (http://goo.gl/maps/99qJf ) shows what a cyclist
sees. A bit of a conundrum as there appears to be no good path to follow.
Looking at the pads from above suggest that using the maked 'bike' route
might work. But a 90 degree right turn‐ necessary to avoid any oncoming
cars ‐‐ immediately followed by a 110 degree left really isn't viable in the real world, particularly if riding a cargo bike,
tandem, trike, etc.
I suppose that one possible solution would be to simply cut a bike passage through the east pad. There may be others,
but I leave that to you to figure out. Look forward to hearing from you regarding your intentions for this intersection.

Case number 504772 – Hansen number 638200 created on October 10th 2013 as Streets General Issue case,
referred to Ron Borger, Concrete Superintendent November 1st, November 4th referred to Traffic
Management, J Walls.
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Median/barrier makes it a very tight squeeze for vehicles to get through, Citizen was driving Southbound on
Laurel Street today, October 31st and was turning right onto W. 16th Ave. There is a right turn only except
bicycles sign at the stop sign, and just after the stop sign there is a short concrete barrier which makes vehicles
have to turn right, and bikes go straight. Citizen scraped his rims on the curb and he feels this concrete barrier
is not leaving enough room for vehicles to drive through. He thinks the barrier should be made smaller to
allow vehicles to get through without such a tight squeeze. He will be speaking with Risk Management.
Case number 6878704‐ Feedback case, no Hansen number with feedback cases. Created on October 23rd
2015. “He was driving along the 800 block of W 16th Ave today at about 1:15pm. There is a concrete divider in
the middle of the road but no signs warning drivers that the road is narrow at the intersection of Lauren St. He
drives a pick‐up truck and scraped his tires along the divider. The tires didn't pop but he just spent $1200 on
new tires and not happy. He wants to know why this divider was put there. What is the reason for this? He is
taking pictures and wants to talk somebody about this.” Case sent to Ken Brown Mgr, Street Operations, on
October 23rd 2015

Kind Regards,
Alison
311 Quality
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